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 IMPORTANT NOTICE
CAUTION

ABOUT SCREENSHOTS IN THIS DOCUMENT

ABOUT FEATURES AND TOOLS

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER

WARNING
LOSSY IMAGES

DISPLAY CONTRAST AND RESOLUTION

DATE FORMAT

Data may be lost if the Server is improperly shut down (i.e. power failure).  DICOM images will be 
copied from the DICOM Archive to the Server when requested by the user or when triggered by the 
“pre-fetch” functionality. These images are stored in the local disk for a period of time, which will 
depend on system usage.

The Viewer may display “Lossy” images, as outlined in the section, “Lossy and lossless display”. 
Lossy images are meant to be a preview and may hide relevant anatomical details. Be sure to wait 
for the “Lossy” indicator to disappear before reviewing the images.

The contrast and resolution of the display depends on the device used, lighting conditions, and the 
browser used. The Viewer is intended to be used at a minimum device resolution of 1280x1024.

The Viewer displays the date in the format mm/dd/yyyy.

All patient information has been anonymized or obscured prior to inclusion in this document.
Due to parallel development of this document and the product as well as customization of the 
Viewer, discrepancies may exist between the Viewer layout of the product and that depicted in 
screenshots in this document. Any such discrepancies will be minor and should not affect the user’s 
understanding of the system. 

All relevant features and tools have been described in this document; however, some features and 
tools may not be available for use in all installations.

The SmartPACS Viewer is intended to be operated by qualified personnel in accordance with 
applicable national and local standards. Access to the Viewer and equipment is restricted to 
authorized users by passwords or other identification means. It is the responsibility of the hospital 
or imaging center to ensure that only authorized users are given the password. The Viewer 
displays patient studies and other patient data, but does not interpret or provide a diagnosis. The 
SmartPACS Viewer, when used on tablet devices, is not intended for primary diagnosis. 
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ABOUT SMARTPACS VIEWER
INTENDED USE

BROWSER SUPPORT

BROWSER SUPPORT

ABOUT THE INSTALLATION OF THE SMARTPACS WEB SERVER

The SmartPACS Viewer (Viewer) is a multi-modality viewer, which allows for the display and 
manipulation of medical images using an Internet/web browser. It is designed to give easy and 
economic access to multi-modality softcopy images in multiple locations within and outside the 
hospital. The Viewer is intended to be used by a health professional that is capable of operating 
a computer device (including tablet) and understanding the functionalities and interface of the 
application. The Viewer displays patient studies and other patient data, but does not interpret 
or provide a diagnosis. The SmartPACS Viewer, when used on tablet devices, is not intended for 
primary diagnosis.

This user manual does not provide instructions on the installation of the SMARTPACS Web Server 
(Server). To install and configure the Server, please refer to the Installation manual of the 
SmartPACS.

HTML5 browser support is required to operate the Viewer. If the user attempts to use an 
unsupported browser, the Viewer will notify the user that the browser is not supported and 
will not display any images.

DICOM SUPPORT
The Viewer supports the following modalities: CT, MR, US, CR, DX, XA, and MG   
(including Tomosynthesis).

The Viewer supports the following Transfer Syntaxes:
 •      Implicit VR Little Endian (1.2.840.10008.1.2)
•  Explicit VR Little Endian (1.2.840.10008.1.2.1)
•  JPEG Lossless, Non-Hierarchical, First-Order Prediction (Process 14) (1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.70)
•  JPEG Baseline (Process 1) (1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.50)
•  JPEG 2000 Image Compression (Lossless Only) (1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.90)
•  JPEG 2000 Image Compression (1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.91)

The Viewer supports the following Photometric Interpretations:
 •      MONOCHROME1
•  MONOCHROME2
•  YBR_FULL
•  RGB
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW

APPLICATION INTERFACE

HELP TOOL

The Viewer supports the following set of functionalities:
• Administrator functionalities: set up user defaults. The specific configurations are covered in the    
   User Preferences documentation.
• Viewing functionalities: the user is able to view studies using a browser with HTML5 support.

The application interface is designed to be simple and easy to understand. The application can 
be used from a desktop with a mouse interface or from a tablet with a touch interface. The 
application supports the same set of functionalities on both interfaces; however, the interface may 
differ slightly on a desktop compared to a tablet or a phone. For example, some of the commands 
on a touch interface are implemented with a multi-touch gesture rather than a button.

The Help tool can be found throughout the Viewer. The icon shown below directs the user to the 
user manual that describes the functions of the various tools available.
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SMARTPACS VIEWER
INTRODUCTION

VIEWER LAYOUT

The Viewer displays images within the browser window and allows the user to modify the display 
settings of these images in an interactive manner. These images are first retrieved from the Server 
and all image manipulation is then performed without requesting data from the Server. Note that 
the device in use may not have sufficient memory to store all images from particular studies due to 
the large number of associated images.

DESKTOP AND TABLET DEVICES

The Viewer layout includes four different areas (Figure 1):

1. Study List (blue): the browser tabs will allow the user to go between the SmartPACS Viewer and 
the SmartPACS Study List.  This is the default configuration. There are three possible  
configuration options:
            a. New Tab - The default – The browser will open a new tab for the Viewer and the Study                       
       List will remain open on the previous tab as displayed in Figure 1.
            b. Same Browser Tab - A User Preference where the SmartPACS Viewer open using the same      
        tab as the SmartPACS Study List.  In this case a Home button will be displayed as shown    
        in Figure 2 
   c. New Browser Window – A User Preference setting option where the SmartPACS Viewer     
       opens in a new tab in a new Browser window.

2. Toolbar (red): the area in which all tools that can be applied to the image are displayed based on 
modality configuration settings and will change dynamically in the case where there are multiple 
studies.  This is customizable per user account as detailed in the User Preference documentation.

3. Viewport (yellow): the area in which images and Cine controls are displayed.

4. Thumbnail Panel (green): the area in which thumbnails of all images in the selected study are 
displayed.

Figure 1. The four different areas of the Viewer: home link (blue), toolbar (red), viewport (yellow), and thumbnail panel (green).
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Figure 2. The Home button is used to return to the Study List from the Viewer when present.

Figure 3. Viewer layout on a phone device - Landscape. The thumbnail panel (Figure 1, green region) is not 
displayed. Only the tabs to navigate between the Study List and Viewer (blue region), toolbar (red region) and view-
port (yellow region) are displayed.

PHONE DEVICES

On phone devices, in the default configuration, the Viewer will not display a thumbnail panel in 
landscape, but will display images. The Viewer provides a thumbnail icon which will display a full 
screen view of all thumbnails of any chosen study.

Figure 4. Viewer layout on a phone device - Portrait. The thumbnail panel (Figure 1, green region) is displayed. 

SmartPACS has other configuration options available in the User Preferences. If the default 
configuration is modified, there is an additional Thumbnail Tool that can become activated on the 
toolbar on mobile devices.

Thumbnail tool – this icon is displayed on phone devices and will display a panel with 
all the thumbnails in the study allowing the selection of images to display within the 
Viewer. The thumbnail panel that is displayed using this tool is discussed below and 
shown in Figure 6
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STACKS

THUMBNAIL PANEL

Studies are composed of images that can be grouped into series called stacks. A stack can comprise 
a single series, multi-frame images, or single images depending on the Server settings. One stack 
is represented by one thumbnail group in the thumbnail panel (Figure 1, green region). There is 
always a current stack and a current image at any point in which the Viewer is open. The current 
stack is displayed in the Viewport and where the stack tools will operate (Figure 1, yellow region). 
The current stack can be identified by a blue border around its thumbnail group in the thumbnail 
panel. Displayed from the current stack is the current image, which is the image that the tools will 
operate on (Figure 1, red region). The current image is bordered by a blue border in the viewport. 
In the thumbnail panel, the current image is identified also by a blue border within its  
thumbnail group.

DESKTOP AND TABLET DEVICES

On desktop and large tablet devices, the thumbnail panel is displayed on the left side of the Viewer 
(Figure 5, left panel). Both the current stack and the current image thumbnail are marked by a 
blue boundary (Figure 5). The thumbnail panel can be scrolled through and individual thumbnails 
can be selected or dragged to be viewed in the viewport. The thumbnails are grouped by study 
and further sub-grouped into stacks. The display format (default versus single) of the thumbnails 
depends on:
• User preference settings – option for single thumbnail display.
• Device – tablet devices only display a single thumbnail per series.
• Modality – CR and DX images are only displayed as single thumbnails.

Figure 5. Thumbnails modes. Default mode (left) versus single mode (right).
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The thumbnail panel used for phone devices is displayed in Figure 6. The left area (yellow) displays 
all the stacks in a study (one thumbnail per stack) and the right area (red) displays the Viewer 
layout. This is thumbnail panel screen is only available outside of the default configuration.

PHONE DEVICES

Figure 6. Thumbnail panel for phone devices

To select which images are viewed, the user can select any tile on the right and then select a 
desired image on the left. Viewer layout can be changed by using a pinch gesture (horizontal and 
or vertical touch motion) in the red Viewport area in Figure 6 to increase or decrease the number 
of rows and columns.

The thumbnail panel has tools on the study thumbnail header as well as the stack thumbnail header. 

Refresh tool – this icon synchronizes with the DICOM archive to update images. Selecting 
this icon retrieves the new images. 

Collapse Study – this icon allows the user to collapse the thumbnails for a studyOnce 
hidden the icon changes and will toggle between collapsing and expanding the 
stack thumbnail.

Stack in memory – When the full stack is available in the viewer at full image resolution, 
this icon will appear on the stack thumbnail.  
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DOWNLOADING OF IMAGES

LAYOUT MANAGEMENT

The Viewer will display the images as they are received from the DICOM archive. When this 
happens, the Viewer will indicate with an icon on the top right corner of the Viewport that the user 
might be using a stack in which images may be missing.

Refresh tool – this icon is displayed when new images are available for the series in the 
DICOM archive. Selecting this icon retrieves the new images. This icon is located on the 
top right corner of the active Viewport

Figure 7. Refresh Tool used to retrieve new images in current stack is on the upper right corner of the  
               viewport if there are new images in the DICOM archive.

The Viewer has two levels of layouts: screen layout and stack layout.

SCREEN LAYOUT

The screen layout refers to the layout of the viewport (Figure 1, yellow region), which can be 
displayed as one tile (1x1) or several tiles (1x2, 2x2, etc.). This layout can be changed by selecting 
the screen layout tool shown below. The tool allows splitting of the screen into (n x n, n = 1, 2, 3, 
etc.) tiles of equal size. The current implementation of the Viewer limits the maximum number of 
columns and rows to be no more than 6.

Screen layout tool. Selecting the arrow allows 
selection of a number of layouts. 
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Screen layout tool expands to display all possible options to 
split the screen up to the maximum number of columns and 
rows to be no more than 6. 

VIEWER LAYOUT

Within each tile of the screen layout within the Viewport is an option to further subdivide the 
tile to display more images within a stack called the stack layout. This layout can be changed by 
selecting the stack layout tool shown below. The tool allows splitting of the selected screen tile 
into (n x n, n = 1, 2, 3, etc.) tiles of equal size. The current implementation of the Viewer limits 
the maximum number of columns and rows to be no more than 6.

Stack layout tool. Selecting the arrow allows  
selection of a number of layouts.

Stack layout tool expands to display all possible options to 
split the screen up to the maximum number of columns and 
rows to be no more than 6.

The user can scroll through the stacks with the following tools:

In order to display a stack on a specific screen tile:

1. Select the stack by selecting the appropriate thumbnail 

    group in the thumbnail panel.

2. Drag and drop the thumbnail group into the desired screen tile.

Next stack tool. Previous stack tool.
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Figure 8. Viewer showing a 1x2 screen layout. The first tile shows a 2x2 viewer layout (left) and the second tile shows a 1x1 viewer layout (right). 
Indicator boxes show the screen layout tool (yellow) and the viewer layout tool (green).

OVERLAY DISPLAY

DOWNLOAD SPEED

LOSSY AND LOSSLESS DISPLAY

The overlay display tools shown below allow the user to show/hide image information including the 
institution name, patient name, patient ID, study ID, series description, acquisition date 
and time, etc.

Enable / Disable overlay – shows / hides all image information.

The Viewer displays the effective download speed from the Server in the toolbar. This allows the 
user to judge the quality of the internet connection.

Once the user accesses an image, the Viewer will first download a preview and then the pixel data 
of the DICOM image. The preview image is “Lossy”, which is clearly indicated on lower left corner 
of the image. The Viewer allows the manipulation (window level, pan, zoom, gray scale, inversion, 
etc.) of both the preview and lossless image.

Transfer Rate indicator
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Therefore, the user can access and review the image before full pixel data is downloaded. This 
“Lossy” label disappears when full pixel data is downloaded after which a full resolution (lossless) 
image is then displayed (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Lossy image (left) versus full resolution image (right).

In certain cases, the original DICOM archive image is actually lossy. When this happens, the Viewer 
will display “DICOM Image Lossy” on the lower left corner of the image (Figure 10).

FULL SCREEN MODE

The current image can be displayed at full browser size using the tools shown below. This feature 
expands the image over the thumbnail panel, but leaves the toolbar accessible. The same tool 
functionalities are also available while in full screen mode. Double clicking the image within the 
Viewport will also perform this same operation

Enter full screen mode.

Figure 10. A lossy DICOM image.

Exit full screen mode.
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Fill Tool.

FILL SCREEN TOOL

TOOL SCOPE

IMAGE MANUPULATION

The Fill tool can be used to quickly display several series on the main screen by first selecting the 
desired screen layout and then selecting the Fill tool shown below. This tool will load stacks in or-
der of display in the thumbnail panel such that the first stack will load if the screen layout is set to 
1x1; the first 4 stacks will load if the screen layout is set to 2x2; etc.
In the case in which the number of thumbnails is less than the number of frames in the Viewport, 
the fill tool will record the last thumbnail displayed, and when clicked again will start the filling 
from the first thumbnail not displayed. Using this method the user can review all the images in the 
study with a fixed layout simply by clicking on the fill tool.

The images on which the tools are applied depend on the scope of view. Shown below are the three 
levels of scope that the user can select.

Scope Group Expanded – Expand the group by clicking the icon with 
the downward arrow

1. Image scope. Tools are applied to the selected image only.

2. Series scope. Tools are applied only to all images within the selected stack.

3. Screen scope. Tools are applied to all stacks on the screen.

Scope Group - Change where tools are applied, if to a single image, the 
entire serires, or all images within the Viewport.

COMMON IMAGE MANIPULATION

The tool selected on the left mouse button or single finger can be set by using the User Preferences 
page. While the tool selected is active, the user can also use the tool associated with the middle 
and right mouse buttons and multi-finger gestures, as described below:
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Platform Button/Gesture Default Operation Configuration

Desktop

Left Mouse Button Pan User preference  
toolbar section

Middle Mouse Button Window Level User preferences - 
Shortcuts tab

Right Mouse Button Zoom User preferences - 
Shortcuts tab

Scroll Wheel

• Next/Previous image when stack  
contains multiple images (i.e. CT series)

• Next/Previous stack when stack  
contains a single image (i.e. DX series)

N/A

Phone and
Tablet

One Finger • Pan User preferences – 
toolbar section

Two Finger   •   Zoom
   • Rotate

User preferences – 
general section

Three Finger

• Next/Previous image when moving  
   up and down
• Next/Previous stack when moving 
   left and right

Speed can be set in 
the user preferences 

general section

Finally, notice that the default left mouse button tool or single finger tool can be set in User Pref-
erences for each modality in their respective Desktop, Tablet, and Phone Toolbar tabs.

IMAGE MANIPULATION TOOLS

The image manipulation tools shown below allow changes to be made to the display settings 
(window level, pan, zoom, etc.) of the image within the Viewer. When an image has been 
manipulated and placed in another screen tile, the changes are conserved because these display 
settings are associated with the image. However, the display settings are not kept when the user 
closes or changes the web page unless saved as an annotation.

Pan – moves the image around the screen.

Viewport Tool - Convert to grayscale – 
change the image color attributes to white, 
black, and gray.

Invert – inverts the pixel intensities.

Viewport Tool - Convert to color – 
change the image color attributes 
to color values.
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WINDOW LEVEL

ZOOM

The window level tools shown below allow changes to be made to the window level of the image.

Window Level Group

Expanded Window Level Group

1. Window level – changes the brightness (vertical movement) and contrast  
    (horizontal movement) of the image.

2. Auto Window Level – applies an optimized brightness/contrast setting 
    for the image.

3. Enable/ Disable Look-Up Table (LUT) display – converts image values based on an    
    existing LUT that is associated with a DICOM image.

4. Save Window Level – saves the current window level settings

5. Load Window Level Preset– loads a saved window level setting.

The zoom tools shown below allow the user to resize the image.

Zoom Group – Multiple different Zoom operations that change the magnification of an 
image. Expand the group by clicking the icon with the downward arrow.

Zoom Group Expanded

1. Zoom – changes the magnification of the image.

2. Zoom Magnifying glass – magnifies the region around the mouse tip when click/         

    touch is held down.

3. Zoom True Size – displays the image with a size ratio of 1:1.

In addition to the Zoom Group features, the Fit to Screen function will maximize the image within 
the Viewport

Fit to Screen Zoom – displays the image to fit the entire viewing area of the tile.
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IMAGE ORIENTATION

RESETTING CHANGES

The image orientation tools shown below allow changes to be made to the orientation  
of the image.

Vertical mirror – flips the image on its horizontal axis.

Horizontal mirror – flips the image on its vertical axis.

Rotate 90 degrees right – rotates the image by 90 degrees clockwise.

Rotate 90 degrees left – rotates the image by 90 degrees counterclockwise.

Reset window level

Reset orientation

Reset pan and zoom

Reset all display settings (window level, orientation, pan, zoom)

MEASUREMENT GROUP

The measurement tools shown below allow the user to create/edit/delete markings 
(drawing, text, measurements). These changes only apply to the current image regardless of scope.

Measurement Group – Multiple different measurement tools. Expand the group by 
clicking the icon with the downward arrow. 

Measurement Group Expanded – The full list of measurement tools are listed 
under this expanded group. Each of the measurement tools is detailed below. The 
Measurement Group list may have a scrollbar to reach all of the possible tools. 
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MEASUREMENT TOOLS

Line – measures the length of a straight line.

Cobb Angle – measures the angle between two straight lines that do not intersect.   

           

All 4 angles are dislayed

Vertebral Heart Score – step by step instructions are displayed within the Viewport.

Circle – measures the radius, area, and average intensity of the drawn region.  

Ellipse – measures the area and average intensity of the drawn region.

Area – measures the area of a drawn region.

Text – adds annotations to the image.

Show all annotations – In this state, all markings on the image are displayed. When this-
tool is clicked it will toggle to Hide All Annotations. This is the default state of this tool.

Hide All Annotations – In this state, all markings on the image are hidden. When this tool 
is clicked it will toggle back to show all annotations.  

Edit Annotation – allows changes to the shape/size/position of markings on the image.

Erase Single Annotation – erases the selected marking on the image.

Delete all annotations – erases all markings on the image.

CALIBRATION GROUP

The Calibration tools shown below allow the user to calibrate the image measurements.

Calibrate Group – Multiple different Calibration operations that change the 
calibration of an image. Expand the group by clicking the icon with the 
downward arrow.

Calibrate Group Expanded
1. Calibrate image by units – sets a linear measurement based on a selected  
    pixel range
2. Calibrate image by percentage – changes the selected measurement to a  
    percentage value.

Arrow – draw an arrow on the image.

Angle – measures the angle between two straight lines that intersect.
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ANNOTATIONS

CINE MODE

The Annotation tools shown below allow the user to use additional functions related to Annotations 
outside of those listed in the Measurements Group. These functions allow for easy saving, loading, 
and reviewing of annotations.

Next annotated image – displays the next annotated image within the selected stack.

Save annotation – saves the selected annotations for that image.   

Load annotation – loads a saved annotation for the same image.  When activated, the 
Annotation Panel will take place of the Thumbnail Panel (green) as displayed above 
(Figure 1).

Close Load Annotation – The Annotation Panel will remain open over the thumbnail 
panel until it is toggled off by clicking this icon.

The Cine tools shown below allow the user to play a “video” of all images within a stack. The tools 
are displayed on the top right corner of each Viewport screen tile only when the stack layout is 
set to 1x1. Cine mode currently supports stacks with multi-frame images or same image sizes (i.e. 
MR and CT scans, etc.). While Cine mode can be activated on stacks that display lossy or lossless 
images, video behavior will change depending on image quality. Playing Cine on stacks with lossless 
images results in play behavior that moves forwards through the stack and then backwards. In 
contrast, playing Cine on stacks with lossy images results in faster play behavior that only moves 
forward through the stacks with the “Lossy” label appearing on the lower left corner of the image. 
This is due to the quick retrieval of preview images versus full resolution images. Note that the 
“Lossy” label always appears during Cine play of multi-frame stacks regardless of image quality.

Play Cine

Pauce Cine

Increase Cine speed

Decrease  Cine speed
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SYNCRONIZED SCROLLING

CINE SCROLL TOOL

SCOUT (LOCALIZER) TOOL

Two or more stacks can be scrolled in synchronization once they are “linked”. The link and unlink 
tools are shown below. Synchronized scrolling is only available when the stack layout is 1x1, but 
can function on any stack combination regardless of differences in quantity, quality, or size of 
the images.

Stack is unlinked. Click to link.

Enable Cine Scroll Tool. 

Stack is linked. Click to unlink.  Both stacks need to be 
linked to synchronize scrolling.

When images are linked they are assumed to be on the same location.  Scrolling one stack will 
move the linked stack by the same amount.  The amount by which the stacks are moved depends 
on if the stacks are parallel, they will scroll the same distance, or if the stacks are not parallel, 
they will scroll by the same number of images.

The Scroll tool shown below allows the user to view single images in a scrolling fashion. By 
selecting the Scroll tool and holding down the mouse button while moving up or down, images are 
quickly displayed in single succession. This allows the user to quickly browse through every image 
in the series without manually scrolling with the scrollbar or arrow keys. This tool allows tablet and 
phone devices to scroll through an entire stack by a single touch gesture much like playing Cine 
would do. For instance, a finger drag up will scroll through the entire stack of images.

The Scout tools shown below allow the user to view the relative positions of stacks within a selected scout image. 
One scout image in one tile and at least one associated reference stack in another tile must be displayed in 
order for the Scout tool to be activated. Once activated, two blue boundary lines will appear on the scout image 
indicating the upper and lower limits of image positions within the reference stack (Figure 11). A cyan line in 
between these marked boundaries represents the relative position of the current image in the reference stack on 
the scout image. Therefore, scrolling of the reference stack results in an interactive experience as the cyan line 
moves along with the relative position of the current image. In addition, the cyan line itself can be moved on the 
scout image when the Scout Jump tool is enabled, allowing the user to select a desired “slice” of the anatomy. This 
tool can be used with multiple reference stacks as long as one scout image is selected.

Scout Group Scout Disabled - Click to Enable 
Scout. This is the default setting.
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Scout Group Expanded

1. Scout Enabled – Click to Disable
2. Scout Jump – Gray when disabled, White when enabled.  This tool is only              
          able to be used when Scout is enabled.

Figure 11. The Scout tool applied on the scout image (left). The position of the current image in the reference stack 
(top right corner) is indicated by the cyan line in the scout image and the cyan line in another reference stack (bottom left corner).

In certain cases, the current image in the reference stack may not intersect the anatomy of the 
scout image. In this case, no boundary lines will be visible on the scout image.  
• If the Scout tool is applied on the scout image but the current image is parallel to the scout  
 image, there will be no intersection displayed.  
• If the stack displayed in the current viewport has images oriented differently, the stack  
 boundaries are not displayed in the scout image and only the intersection of the current  
 image is displayed.

MULTIPLANAR RECONSTRUCTION (MPR)

The MPR tools shown below allow the user to view the reconstructed series in three planes.  
Cross-referencing lines in blue and cyan assist the user in navigating to the area of interest
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MPR Group

MPR Group Expanded

1. MPR Enabled – Click to Disable
2. MPR Interaction – Active MPR tool to display the interaction between the images.

MPR Operation

1.Desktop:
a. Click to position the crosshairs
b. Click and drag on a reference line to move the line
c. Click+ Shift on the reference line to tilt the reference lines and generate oblique MPR
d. Use the mouse wheel to scroll through the stack

2.Tablet:
a. Touch to position reference lines
b. Touch and move to drag lines
c. Use a two finger touch to tilt the reference lines 

Other tools on the toolbar may not be available while MPR is turned on. To utilize these tools, 
MPR will need to be disabled and viewing will return to the standard Viewport. In the case where 
there is a large stack of images being loaded into memory on a tablet, the user may be prompted 
to select a subset of images from the entire stack. This is dependant upon memory constraints on 
tablets and so only a subset of the images can be viewed at a time. Tablet need a minimum of 
2GB of RAM.

Figure 12. The MPR tool applied on the scout image (left). The position of the current image in the reference stack (top right corner) 
is indicated by the blue line in the scout image and the cyan line in another reference stack (bottom right corner).
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MULTI-MONITOR

MOVING TOOLS

The multi-monitor feature allows the user to view studies on multiple windows using the tools 
shown below. The current implementation of the Viewer supports up to four monitors with this 
feature. When a single study is selected, the Viewer will load the study in multiple windows. 
When multiple studies are selected, the Viewer will load all studies in each window. The user can 
enable and disable multi-monitor display within the Viewer as well as set the scope for the image 
manipulation tools. The number of monitors will be set in the User Preferences and discussed 
further in the SmartPACS User Preferences documentation. 

Single Monitor Display – Click to Enable multi-monitor display.

Multi-Monitor Display – Cick to Disable multi-monitor display.

Multi-Monitor Display can be temporarily disabled with the use of the Multi-Monitor Scope tools 
which allow the user to extend across monitors.

Multi-Monitor Scope Group - The user can select the scope of image manipulation

Multi-Monitor Scope Group Expanded

1. No multi-monitor scope. Changes are only applied to the current Viewer.
2. Multi-monitor study scope. Changes are only applied to the selected study           
    and possibly across Viewers.
3. Multi-monitor all monitor scope. Changes are applied across all images  
    according to their scope settings.

In addition to being able to view studies across multiple windows, this feature can also automati-
cally populate all monitors with the loaded Viewer windows. For Chrome browsers, the Viewer has 
an extension available under the multi-monitor section of the User Preferences page that when 
added to the browser, will fill each monitor with a Viewer window and it will remember the win-
dow position when closed. The window position is stored per device. For Internet Explorer 11, this 
feature can be turned on by navigating to Internet Options > Security > Custom Level > Enabling 
“Allow script-initiated windows without size or position constraints”.

The Moving Tools Group allows users to select images and stacks to be placed on the clipboard for 
moving into another study as well as for the review of what is currently on the clipboard pending 
the final move. The cut image and stacks are displayed on the clipboard of the SmartPACS Viewer 
as well as the SmartPACS Study List. The clipboard button located next to the Local Queue button 
is further discussed in the SmartPACS Study List documentation. These tools are available to 
administrative users only.
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Move Group – tools related to image and stack cutting as well as the tool to review 
that has been cut to the clipboard. Expand the group by clicking the icon with the 
downward arrow.

Move Group Expanded

4. Cut Stack – Cuts the entire stack selected. This is not a series selection.    
    The cut stack will remain on the clipboard until pasted into a study or   

    until the clipboard is cleared.

5. Cut Image – Cuts the selected image. The cut image will remain on the     
    clipboard until pasted into a study or until the clipboard is cleared.

6. Clipboard – Review cut images and stacks. The icon will be grayed out if     
    there is nothing on the clipboard.

DICOM TAG EDIT

The DICOM Tag Edit Tool allows the user to edit DICOM Tags. This tool is available to administrative 
users only.

DICOM Tag Edit – displays editable DICOM Tags and allows the user  
                          to edit the displayed tags.

The tags that can be edited will be displayed in a dialog box. The SmartPACS Study List allows for 
editing of the most frequently edited tags, the full list of tags is accessible in the SmartPACS View-
er Tag Edit Dialog box.
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Pixel intensity – displays the pixel value at the point at which the click/touch is held down.

User preferences – sets various display and tool settings.

Export study – downloads the current study into the local disk or DICOM DIR.

DICOM tags page – displays all study information for that image.

Screen capture tool – generates a JPEG image of the current viewport.

Other useful tools are shown below. 

OTHER TOOLS

HANGING PROTOCOL TOOLS

The Hanging Protocols tools allows users to apply saved hanging protocols to the current study 
being viewed. Hanging Protocols are configured in the User Preferences of the SmartPACS Viewers. 
Additional information on creating and configuring Hanging Protocols can be found in the SmartPACS 
User Preferences documentation. 

The following Viewer toolbar icons will be available for use:

Loads a list of hanging protocols available for the current study.

Applies the hanging protocol by replacing image display settings.

Applies the hanging protocol by keeping image display settings.
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APPENDIX: TROUBLESHOOTING

 
Cine freezes while panning an image.

Problem Solution

Viewer performance is slower than usual.

Chrome

Navigate to Settings > Show Advanced Settings > System 
and disable hardware acceleration by disabling the checkbox:

Internet Explorer

Navigate to Internet Options > Advanced tab > Accelerated
 graphics and disable hardware acceleration by 
enabling the checkbox:

Firefox

Navigate to Options > Advanced tab > General tab > 
Browsing and disable hardware acceleration by disabling 
the checkbox:


